At least nine ways to play: Approaching gamer mentalities
Do digital games and play mean the same things for different people? This article presents the results of a 3-year study in
which we sought for new ways to approach digital games cultures and playing practices. First, the authors present the
research process in brief and emphasize the importance of merging different kinds of methods and materials in the study
of games cultures. Second, the authors introduce a gaming mentality heuristics that is not dedicated to a certain domain or
genre of games, addressing light casual and light social gaming motivations as well as more dedicated ones in a joint
framework. The analysis reveals that, in contrast to common belief, the majority of digital gaming takes place between
"casual relaxing" and "committed entertaining," where the multiplicity of experiences, feelings, and understandings that
people have about their playing and digital games is wide ranging. Digital gaming is thus found to be a multifaceted social
and cultural phenomenon that can be understood, practiced, and used in various ways.
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Integrating discrete events and continuous head movements for video-based interaction techniques
Human head gestures can potentially trigger different commands from the list of available options in graphical user
interfaces or in virtual and smart environments. However, continuous tracking techniques are limited in generating discrete
events which could be used to execute a predefined set of commands. In this article, we discuss a possibility to encode a
set of discrete events by integrating continuous head movements and crossing-based interaction paradigm. A set of
commands can be encoded through specific sequences of crossing points when a head-mouse cursor such as a scaled
pointer interacts with a graphical object. The goal of the present experiment was testing the perceptual-motor performance
of novices in target acquisition tasks using a subset of round head gestures and symbolic icons designating eight types of
directional head movements. We have demonstrated that the novices can equally well execute round head gestures in
clockwise and counter-clockwise directions by making two crossings for about 2 s or three crossings for about 3 s. None of
the participants reported neck strain or other problems after 360 trials performed during a 40-min test in each of 5 days.
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Long term outcome after subarachnoid haemorrhage of unknown aetiology
Background and purpose: The aim of this study was to assess the long term outcome after non-aneurysmal subarachnoid
haemorrhage (SAH). Methods: 1154 patients with SAH were treated in our hospital between 1989 and 1999. From this
patient population, 97 patients had a non-aneurysmal SAH. All hospital records and death certificates were studied and 33
patients were examined by MRI and MR angiography more than 9 years (mean 12 years) after the initial bleeding.
Results: The cohort consisted of 97 patients. Mean follow-up time was 9 years (range 0-19). During the follow-up period,
13 patients (13%) died. Four (4%) died from the initial bleeding less than 5 weeks after the initial haemorrhage. There was
no delayed mortality due to SAH or subsequent bleedings. MR angiography revealed no new findings in 33 surviving
patients. Conclusions: Excess mortality during the first year after SAH was higher than 4%, and remained thereafter
comparable with the general population. There were no rebleedings and MR imaging did not reveal any vascular
pathology that could explain the earlier SAH.
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To exclude or not to exclude: White matter hyperintensities in diffusion tensor imaging research
Objective: A practical methodological issue for diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) researchers is determining what to do about
incidental findings, such as white matter hyperintensities (WMHI). The purpose of this study was to compare healthy
control subjects with or without WMHIs on whole brain DTI. Method: Participants were 30 subjects (age=37.7, SD=11.3,
Range=18-60; 70% female) who had no known developmental, general medical, neurological or psychiatric condition that
could have had an adverse affect on brain morphology. Results: MRI (3 Tesla) revealed, at minimum, a WMHI in eight
subjects (26.7%). Fractional anisotropy (FA) was calculated for 19 regions of interest (ROI). Frequency distributions of FA

scores for the 19 ROIs were calculated. The 10th percentile for each ROI was selected as a cut-off score. Having four or
more low FA scores occurred in 16.7%. More subjects with incidental findings met criterion for low FA scores (37.5%),
compared to 9.1% of subjects with no findings. When subjects with minor WMHIs were retained and only those with
multiple incidental findings were excluded, 8.3% of the retained subjects met criterion for low FA scores compared to
50.0% of the excluded subjects. Conclusions: The decision to include or exclude subjects who have incidental findings can
influence the results of a study.
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Reliability, validity and clinical usefulness of the BNI fatigue scale in mild traumatic brain injury
Objectives: The purpose of this study was to examine the reliability, validity and clinical usefulness of the Barrow
Neurological Institute Fatigue Scale (BNI-FS) in patients with mild traumatic brain injuries (MTBI). Methods and procedure:
Participants were 125 patients enrolled from the Emergency Department (ED) of Tampere University Hospital, Finland
who had sustained an MTBI. The average number of days from injury to the interview and questionnaires was 24.1
(SD=5.4, Range=8-38). The patients were compared to a healthy control sample. Patients completed the Barrow
Neurological Institute Fatigue Scale, Fatigue Impact Scale (FIS), Beck Depression Inventory-Second Edition (BDI-II),
Rivermead Post-concussion Symptom Questionnaire (RPSQ) and the health assessment measure EuroQol five
Dimension (EQ-5D) Visual Analogue Scale (VAS). Results: The MTBI group had significantly greater total scores on the
BNI-FS than the control group (p
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Long-term excess mortality of patients with treated and untreated unruptured intracranial aneurysms
Background and aim: Subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) patients have an excess mortality proportion in long-term
outcome studies because of the high rate of cerebrovascular and cardiovascular deaths. The aim of the present study was
to assess the excess long-term mortality among patients with unruptured aneurysms with no previous SAH and to
compare excess mortality after coiling, clipping and without treatment. Methods: Between 1989 and 1999, a total of 1294
patients with intracranial aneurysms were admitted to our hospital. Of these, 1154 had previous SAH and were excluded
leaving 140 patients with 178 intracranial unruptured aneurysms as the study population. The patients were followed up
until death or by the end of April 2011. Causes of death were determined. Relative survival ratios (RSRs) were calculated
and compared with the matched general population. Results: Mean follow-up time was 13 years (range 1-19). During the
follow-up period, 36% of patients died. Death was caused by cerebrovascular event in half of the cases. There were 12%
excess mortality at 15 years in men and 35% excess mortality in women compared with general population. Excess
mortality among women over 50 years was significantly higher than that among men ( p=0.018). Conclusions: Patients
with untreated unruptured aneurysms have 50% excess long-term mortality compared with general population. Men with
treated unruptured aneurysms have a survival proportion comparable with matched general population. Women, instead,
have 28% excess mortality after surgical treatment and 23% excess mortality after endovascular treatment of unruptured
aneurysms.
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Poststroke dementia is associated with recurrent ischaemic stroke
Objective: To investigate whether poststroke dementia (PSD) diagnosed after ischaemic stroke predicts recurrent
ischaemic stroke in long-term follow-up. Methods: We included 486 consecutive patients with ischaemic stroke (388 with
first-ever stroke) admitted to Helsinki University Central Hospital who were followed-up for 12 years. Dementia was
diagnosed in 115 patients using the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 3rd edition (DSM-III) criteria.
The effects of risk factors and PSD on survival free of recurrent stroke were estimated using Kaplan-Meier log-rank
analyses, and the HRs for stroke recurrence were calculated using Cox proportional hazards models. Results: In the entire
cohort, patients with PSD had a shorter mean time to recurrent stroke (7.13 years, 95% CI 6.20 to 8.06) than patients
without dementia (9.41 years, 8.89 to 9.92; log rank p
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The connection between ruptured cerebral aneurysms and odontogenic bacteria
Background: Patients with ruptured saccular intracranial aneurysms have excess long-term mortality due to
cerebrovascular and cardiovascular diseases compared with general population. Chronic inflammation is detected in
ruptured intracranial aneurysms, abdominal aortic aneurysms and coronary artery plaques. Bacterial infections have been
suggested to have a role in the aetiology of atherosclerosis. Bacteria have been detected both in abdominal and coronary
arteries but their presence in intracranial aneurysms has not yet been properly studied. Objective: The aim of this
preliminary study was to assess the presence of oral and pharyngeal bacterial genome in ruptured intracranial aneurysms
and to ascertain if dental infection is a previously unknown risk factor for subarachnoid haemorrhage. Methods: A total of
36 ruptured aneurysm specimens were obtained perioperatively in aneurysm clipping operations (n=29) and by autopsy
(n=7). Aneurysmal sac tissue was analysed by real time quantitative PCR with specific primers and probes to detect
bacterial DNA from several oral species. Immunohistochemical staining for bacterial receptors (CD14 and toll-like
receptor-2 (TLR-2)) was performed from four autopsy cases. Results Bacterial DNA was detected in 21/36 (58%) of
specimens. A third of the positive samples contained DNA from both endodontic and periodontal bacteria. DNA from
endodontic bacteria were detected in 20/36 (56%) and from periodontal bacteria in 17/36 (47%) of samples. Bacterial DNA
of the Streptococcus mitis group was found to be most common. Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans, Fusobacterium
nucleatum and Treponema denticola were the three most common periodontal pathogens. The highly intensive staining of
CD14 and TLR-2 in ruptured aneurysms was observed. Conclusions: This is the first report showing evidence that dental
infection could be a part of pathophysiology in intracranial aneurysm disease.
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Subjective responses to synthesised speech with lexical emotional content: The effect of the naturalness of the synthetic
voice
This study aimed to investigate how the degree of naturalness and lexical emotional content of synthesised speech affects
the subjective ratings of emotional experiences and how the naturalness of the voice affects the ratings of voice quality.
Twenty-four participants listened to a set of affective words produced by three different speech synthesis techniques:
formant synthesis, diphone synthesis and unit selection synthesis. The participants task was to rate their experiences
evoked by the speech samples using three emotion-related bipolar scales for valence, arousal and approachability. The
pleasantness, naturalness and clarity of the voices were also rated. The results showed that the affective words produced
by the synthesisers evoked congruent emotion-related ratings in the participants. The ratings of the experienced valence
and approachability were statistically significantly stronger when the affective words were produced by the more
humanlike voices as compared to the more machinelike voice. The more humanlike voices were also rated as statistically
significantly more natural, pleasant and clear than the less humanlike voice. Thus, our findings suggest that even
machinelike voices can be used to communicate affective messages but that increasing the level of naturalness enhances
positive feelings about synthetic voices and strengthens emotional communication between computers and humans.
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Demographic differences in perceived benefits from gamification
In recent years, "gamification" has been proposed as a solution for engaging people in individually and socially sustainable
behaviors, such as exercise, sustainable consumption, and education. This paper studies demographic differences in
perceived benefits from gamification in the context of exercise. On the basis of data gathered via an online survey (N =
195) from an exercise gamification service Fitocracy, we examine the effects of gender, age, and time using the service on
social, hedonic, and utilitarian benefits and facilitating features of gamifying exercise. The results indicate that perceived
enjoyment and usefulness of the gamification decline with use, suggesting that users might experience novelty effects
from the service. The findings show that women report greater social benefits from the use of gamification. Further, ease
of use of gamification is shown to decline with age. The implications of the findings are discussed.
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Measuring flow in gamification: Dispositional Flow Scale-2
This paper measures flow in the context of gamification and investigates the psychometric properties of the Dispositional
Flow Scale-2 (DFS-2). We employ data gathered from users of an exercise gamification service (N = 200). The results
show that the original DFS-2 factorial structure does result in a similar model fit as the original work. However, we also
present a factorial respecification that satisfies more recent model fit thresholds. Beyond validating the original DFS-2
instrument in the context of gamification, the psychometric analysis and the respecifications suggest that the components
of flow divide into highly correlated conditions of flow (which were also found to be more salient in the context of
gamification: autotelic experience, balance of skill and challenge, control, clear goals, and feedback) and into possible
outcomes (merging action-awareness, concentration, loss of sense of time, and loss of self-consciousness) from achieving
flow.
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Global social knowledge management - Understanding barriers for global workers utilizing social software
Utilizing social software as a part of a global knowledge management strategy has raised increasing interest in enterprises
as well as in the educational domain. Rather than being proactive, organizations tend to face barriers related to knowledge
management after the problems occur. When dealing with social technologies in a distributed setting, organizations and
individuals face a variety of barriers currently unrecognized in knowledge management literature. Within the study, we
analyze knowledge management literature extending the body of knowledge with barrier analysis regarding global
challenges as well as social software. Our focus is especially on knowledge exchange and globally distributed
collaboration activities in organizations. We argue for contextualized understanding of the barriers, recognizing the
challenges studied in similar activities. The paper concludes with a synthesis of these interrelated components, proposing
a Global Social Knowledge Management-barrier framework that demonstrates the wide spectrum of possible challenges in
globally distributed, social software supported knowledge management activities.
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Assessment of mild traumatic brain injury with the King-Devick Test® in an emergency department sample
Objective: The King-Devick Test® (K-D) is a brief measure of cognitive processing speed and rapid gaze shifting that
appears sensitive to the effects of sport-related concussion. This study evaluated its diagnostic and incremental validity in
civilian patients with mild traumatic brain injury (MTBI). Methods: Participants with MTBI (n=26) and controls with nonhead injuries (n=33) were prospectively recruited from an Emergency Department (ED). They underwent a clinical
evaluation including the K-D test and the Sport Concussion Assessment Tool 2 (SCAT2). Magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) was conducted within 10 days post-injury. Results: The patients with MTBI differed from those without MTBI on
components of the SCAT2, including the Symptom Scale (Cohen's d=1.02-1.15, p
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A Barrier framework for open e-learning in public administrations
E-Learning and openness in education are receiving ever increasing attention in businesses as well as in academia.
However, these practices have only to small extent been introduced in public administrations. The study addresses this
gap by presenting a literature review on Open Educational Resources [OER] and E-Learning in the public sector. The
main goal of the article is to identify challenges to open E-Learning in public administrations. Experiences will be
conceptualized as barriers which need to be considered when introducing open E-Learning systems and programs in
administrations. The main outcome is a systematic review of lessons learned, presented as a contextualized Barrier
Framework which is suitable to analyze requirements when introducing E-Learning and OER in public administrations.
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Clinical correlates of retrograde amnesia in mild traumatic brain injury
Primary objective: The purpose of this study was to examine the clinical significance of retrograde amnesia (RA) in
patients with acute mild traumatic brain injuries (MTBI). Methods and procedures: An emergency department sample of
patients (n=75), aged 18-60 years, with no pre-morbid medical or psychiatric conditions, who met the WHO criteria for
MTBI were enrolled in this prospective, descriptive, follow-up study. This study examined the presence and duration of RA
in relation to socio-demographics, MTBI severity markers including neuroimaging (CT, MRI) and clinical outcomes
(Rivermead post-concussion symptoms questionnaire, post-concussion syndrome (PCS) diagnosis and return to work
(RTW) status) at 2 weeks, 1 month and 6 months post-injury. Main outcomes and results: GCS scores and duration of
post-traumatic amnesia (PTA) were related to RA. Those with GCS scores of 14 vs. 15 were more likely to have RA
(χ(1)=13.70, p
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Understanding the most influential user experiences in successful and unsuccessful technology adoptions
Abstract Understanding processes underlying technology adoption or non-adoption is an important research theme often
addressed using the technology acceptance model (TAM) approach. The objective of this research was to investigate
most influential user experiences in successful and unsuccessful technology adoptions using user experience related
concepts and methods in conjunction with the TAM. Participants (N = 76) described their most influential user experiences
related to one successful and one unsuccessful technology adoption process and evaluated both experiences using rating
scales, including the central TAM related scales and user experience related scales probing emotions, psychological
needs, user values, task load, and the impact of technology on the user's well-being. The results suggested that user
experience and technology acceptance related viewpoints can complement each other in order to gain a more holistic
understanding of the factors affecting the success or failure of technology adoptions, and the results showed how these
variables typically behave in both contexts. The overall valence of user experience was significantly affected by perceived
usefulness, the fulfillment of psychological needs, and the salience of negative emotions in the most influential user
experiences of successful adoptions, and by perceived usefulness, output quality, and the salience of negative emotions
in the unsuccessful adoptions.
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What contributes to first-year student teachers sense of professional agency in the classroom?
This study explores Finnish first-year primary teacher students (N = 244) sense of professional agency in the classroom.
In addition, the interrelation between student teachers sense of professional agency and the perceptions of teacher
education as a learning environment is explored. The sense of professional agency in the classroom simultaneously
requires the motivation to learn, efficacy beliefs about learning and intentional acts for facilitating and managing new
learning in the classroom. The results showed that these basic elements are embedded in the contextualised components
of student teachers professional agency, entailing judgements of ones competence in teaching, transformative and
collaborative practice, reflection in the classroom and modelling as a learning orientation. The results further suggested
that teacher education provided an encouraging learning environment for student teachers. However, only peer relations
in the learning environment were positively related to perceived professional agency.
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"Working out for likes": An empirical study on social influence in exercise gamification
Today, people use a variety of social and gameful (mobile) applications in order to motivate themselves and others to
maintain difficult habits such as exercise, sustainable consumption and healthy eating. However, we have yet lacked
understanding of how social influence affects willingness to maintain these difficult habits with the help of gamification
services. In order to investigate this phenomenon, we measured how social influence predicts attitudes, use and further

exercise in the context of gamification of exercise. Our results show that people indeed do "work out for likes", or in other
words, social influence, positive recognition and reciprocity have a positive impact on how much people are willing to
exercise as well as their attitudes and willingness to use gamification services. Moreover, we found that the more friends a
user has in the service, the larger the effects are. Furthermore, the findings of the empirical study further provide new
understanding on the phenomenon of social influence in technology adoption/use continuance in general by showing, in
addition to subjective norms, how getting recognized, receiving reciprocal benefits and network effects contribute to use
continuance.
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Defining user experience goals to guide the design of industrial systems
The key prerequisite for experience-driven design is to define what experience to design for. User experience (UX) goals
concretise the intended experience. Based on our own case studies from industrial environments and a literature study,
we propose five different approaches to acquiring insight and inspiration for UX goal setting: Brand, Theory, Empathy,
Technology, and Vision. Each approach brings in a different viewpoint, thus supporting the multidisciplinary character of
UX. The Brand approach ensures that the UX goals are in line with the company's brand promise. The Theory approach
utilises the available scientific knowledge of human behaviour. The Empathy approach focuses on knowing the actual
users and stepping into their shoes. The Technology approach considers the new technologies that are being introduced
and their positive or negative influence on UX. Finally, the Vision approach focuses on renewal, introducing new kinds of
UXs. In the design of industrial systems, several stakeholders are involved and they should share common design goals.
Using the different UX goal-setting approaches together brings in the viewpoints of different stakeholders, thus committing
them to UX goal setting and emphasising UX as a strategic design decision.
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Teachers professional agency and learning-from adaption to active modification in the teacher community
The aim of this study was to examine teacher learning in terms of teachers professional agency in the professional
community of the school. Altogether 2310 Finnish comprehensive school teachers completed a survey. Results showed
that teachers active efforts to learn in the professional community and to promote school development cannot be
explained, and hence reduced, to a single behavioral attribute. The findings indicated that teacher learning in terms of
professional agency in the professional community consists of several elements including: skills, efficacy beliefs, and
motivational factors, which entail transforming ones teaching practices, experiencing collective efficacy, constructing
positive interdependency, the appreciation of mutual agreements, and using active strategies of help-seeking. The
investigation also suggests that the use of modifying strategies is characteristic of both the teachers professional agency
as well as the strategies employed to reduce stress.
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Human anterior thalamic nuclei are involved in emotion-attention interaction
Patients treated with deep brain stimulation (DBS) provide an opportunity to study affective processes in humans with
"lesion on demand" at key nodes in the limbic circuitries, such as at the anterior thalamic nuclei (ANT). ANT has been
suggested to play a role in emotional control with its connection to the orbitofrontal cortex and the anterior cingulate
cortex. However, direct evidence for its role in emotional function in human subjects is lacking. Reported side effects of
ANT-DBS in the treatment of refractory epilepsy include depression related symptoms. In line with these mood-related
clinical side effects, we have previously reported that stimulating the anterior thalamus increased emotional interference in
a visual attention task as indicated by prolonged reaction times due to threat-related emotional distractors. We used eventrelated potentials to investigate potential attentional mechanism behind this behavioural observation. We hypothesized
that ANT-DBS leads to greater attention capture by threat-related distractors. We tested this hypothesis using centro-

parietal N2-P3 peak-to-peak amplitude as a measure of allocated attentional resources. Six epileptic patients treated with
deep brain stimulation at ANT participated in the study. Electroencephalography was recorded while the patients
performed a computer based Executive-Reaction Time test with threat-related emotional distractors. During the task,
either ANT or a thalamic control location was stimulated, or the stimulation was turned off. Stimulation of ANT was
associated with increased centro-parietal N2-P3 amplitude and increased reaction time in the context of threat-related
emotional distractors. We conclude that high frequency electric stimulation of ANT leads to greater attentional capture by
emotional stimuli. This is the first study to provide direct evidence from human subjects with on-line electric manipulation
of ANT for its role in emotion-attention interaction.
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Brownfield Process: A method for modular product family development aiming for product configuration
Modularisation, product platforms, product families and product configuration are efficient product structuring tactics in
mass customisation. Industry needs descriptions of how the engineering should be done in this context. We suggest that
key engineering concepts in this field are partitioning logic, set of modules, interfaces, architecture and configuration
knowledge. A literature review reveals that methods consider these concepts partly or with different combinations, but
considering all of them is rare. Therefore, a design method known as the Brownfield Process is presented. The method is
applied to an industrial case in which the aim was rationalisation of existing product variety towards a modular product
family that enables product configuration. We suggest that the method is valuable in cases with similar goals.
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Assessing fraction knowledge by a digital game
Serious or educational games gain increasing research interest as tools to augment traditional instructional approaches on
scholastic learning, especially in mathematics education. In this study, we investigated whether game-based approaches
may not only be useful to foster numerical learning but may also be valid as an assessment tool. To measure their
conceptual knowledge of fractions eleven-year-old students played a math game on tablet computers using tilt-control to
navigate an avatar along a number line for a total of 30 min. Findings indicated that hallmark effects of fraction magnitude
processing typically observed in basic research, such as the numerical distance effect, were successfully replicated using
the game-based assessment. Moreover, fraction comparison performance as well as fraction estimation accuracy
correlated significantly with students’ math grades. Therefore, the results of the current study suggest that game-based
learning environments for fraction education (even using tilt-control) may also allow for a valid assessment of students’
fraction knowledge.
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Do badges increase user activity? A field experiment on the effects of gamification
During recent years, the practice of adding game design to non-game services has gained a relatively large amount of
attention. Popular discussion connects gamification to increased user engagement, service profitability, goal commitment
and the overall betterment of various behavioral outcomes. However, there is still an absence of a coherent and ample
body of empirical evidence that would confirm such expectations. To this end, this paper reports the results of a 2 year
(1 + 1 year – between-group) field experiment in gamifying a service by implementing a game mechanic called ‘badges’.
During the experiment a pre-implementation group (N = 1410) was monitored for 1 year. After the implementation, the
post-implementation (the gamified condition) group (N = 1579) was monitored for another full year. Results show that
users in the gamified condition were significantly more likely to post trade proposals, carry out transactions, comment on
proposals and generally use the service in a more active way.
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Why do people buy virtual goods: A meta-analysis
During the last decade, virtual goods have become an important target of consumption online (especially in games, virtual
worlds and social networking services) amongst physical and digital goods. In this study we investigate the question of
why do people purchase virtual goods by conducting a meta-analysis (random effects model) of the existing quantitative
body of literature (24 studies) on the topic. The meta-analysis revealed an important aspect of value of virtual goods:
contrary to traditional goods, the reasons why people purchase virtual goods are tightly connected to the platform where
they are sold in. These findings underline the significance of service design and its relationship to the formation of value of
virtual goods: the value of virtual goods is context-bound, and therefore, bound to the environment where they are usable
in. Most factors that were found to be significant predictors of purchase behavior (such as network effects, selfpresentation, enjoyment, ease of use, flow and use of the platform) are directly related to the aspects and design of the
platform beyond the general attitudes towards virtual goods themselves. Moreover, we found that enjoyment and
prolonged use of the platform were more important predictors for purchases in virtual worlds than in games.
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Content structure is king: An empirical study on gratifications, game genres and content type on Twitch
While video games have been widely investigated from the perspective of play, an emerging online media phenomenon is
the spectating of video game play, captivating millions of users daily. This study investigates the relationship of video
game genres, content type and viewer gratification in the context of live gaming. To study this phenomenon, we employ an
online questionnaire study (N = 1097) to investigate six categories of gratifications: affective, information seeking, learning

to play, personal integrative, social integrative & tension release motivations and their relationship with game genres and
stream types. The results of this study demonstrate that “the medium is the message”, highlight the importance of
archetypal structure (i.e. the type of streamed content) over content topic (i.e. the genre of games being streamed), and
help to build a better understanding of user generated content and the democratization of media.
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How games induce cooperation? A study on the relationship between game features and we-intentions in an augmented
reality game
Seamless cooperation between individuals is essentially a crucial aspect of any successful endeavor. A host of literature
has been published in the academic realm about how cooperation could be cultivated. However, true cooperation often
forms organically without external enforcement. Recently, there has been one special example of a context where
cooperation seemed to have effortlessly sprung up between people who might not even have had previous connections.
The context is video/online games; games such as Ingress, Pokémon Go, and World of Warcraft bind people together to
work against insurmountable odds and to overcome jointly held challenges. Organizations of many types have recently
begun to gamify their structures and services in order to cultivate such seamless cooperation. However, before this
potential of games can be successfully wielded outside video games, we need to understand better how games are able
to cultivate such cooperation. Therefore, in this study we investigate how games can induce and cultivate we-intention of
working as a group. Specifically, we investigate how cooperative game features affect different forms of group dynamics
and how they further translate into we-intentions. We employ data from users of the augmented reality game Ingress (N =
206). The results show that cooperative game features induce we-intentions via positively increasing group norms, social
identity, joint commitment, attitudes toward cooperation, and anticipated positive emotions. The findings imply that
practitioners who are looking to increase cooperation should find that gamification inspired by cooperative game design is
beneficial and preferable over individual-based gamification efforts.
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Social motivations of live-streaming viewer engagement on Twitch
Little is known about the motivations underlying viewer engagement in the rapidly growing live-streaming multimedia
phenomenon. This study trialled an eight-factor socio-motivational model, based on Uses and Gratifications Theory, to
explain four aspects of live-stream viewer engagement. Cross-sectional data was collected through an international, online
self-report survey of Twitch users (N = 2227). Multiple and ordinal linear regression analyses identified six motivations
which helped to explain live-stream engagement: social interaction, sense of community, meeting new people,
entertainment, information seeking, and a lack of external support in real life. Compared to mass media, viewer
motivations to engage in live-stream entertainment appear to have a stronger social and community basis. Furthermore,
live-stream viewers who preferred smaller channels (<500 viewers) were more motivated by social engagement than
viewers who preferred larger channels. These findings offer insight into the motivations for live-stream engagement, and
help to lay a foundation for further research.
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Investigating relationships between video gaming, spectating esports, and gambling
An established body of research exists in which playing video games has been associated with potentially problematic
behaviours, such as gambling. An issue highlighted by the recent emergence of game-based gambling practices such as
loot boxes, social network casinos, free-to-play game mechanics, and gambling using virtual goods and skins. This study
investigates relationships between a range of gambling activities and the consumption of video games in general, and the
newly emergent phenomenon of esports in particular. In addition, these practices are considered in relation to established
measures assessing game addiction and problematic gambling. The study employs Partial Least Squares modelling to
investigate data gathered via an international online survey (N = 613). Video game addiction was found to be negatively
associated with offline gambling, online gambling, and problem gambling. Video game consumption had only small,
positive association with video game-related gambling and problem gambling. Consumption of esports had small to
moderate association with video game-related gambling, online gambling, and problem gambling. The primary finding of
this study are that contemporary video games are not, in themselves, associated with increased potential for problematic
gambling, indeed, the position that problem gaming and problem gambling are fundamentally connected is questioned.
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Improving competing voices segregation for hearing impaired listeners using a low-latency deep neural network algorithm
Hearing aid users are challenged in listening situations with noise and especially speech-on-speech situations with two or
more competing voices. Specifically, the task of attending to and segregating two competing voices is particularly hard,
unlike for normal-hearing listeners, as shown in a small sub-experiment. In the main experiment, the competing voices
benefit of a deep neural network (DNN) based stream segregation enhancement algorithm was tested on hearingimpaired listeners. A mixture of two voices was separated using a DNN and presented to the two ears as individual
streams and tested for word score. Compared to the unseparated mixture, there was a 13%-point benefit from the
separation, while attending to both voices. If only one output was selected as in a traditional target-masker scenario, a
larger benefit of 37%-points was found. The results agreed well with objective metrics and show that for hearing-impaired
listeners, DNNs have a large potential for improving stream segregation and speech intelligibility in difficult scenarios with
two equally important targets without any prior selection of a primary target stream. An even higher benefit can be
obtained if the user can select the preferred target via remote control.
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Optimized reference spectrum for rating the impact sound insulation of concrete floors
It has been long recognized that the single-number quantities presented in the standard ISO 717-2 [(2013) International
Organization for Standardization] do not correlate especially well with the subjective judgment of living impact sound
sources directed to the floors. The aim of this study was to find single-number quantities which are well associated with
the subjective annoyance caused by different impact sounds. Experimental data of laboratory measurements of impact
sound insulation of floors and a psychoacoustic experiment was used [Kylliäinen et al. (2017). Acta Acust. Acust. 103,
236-251]. The five studied impact sound types were walking with hard shoes, socks, and soft shoes, super ball bouncing,
and chair moving. A fundamental requirement was that the single-number quantities can be expressed as the sum of L′n,w
or L′n T, w and a spectrum adaptation term. Reference spectra were derived by the means of a mathematical optimization
method. Reference spectra for each sound type were defined separately. An optimized reference spectrum based on all
five sound types explained the annoyance of these sound types reasonably well (r2 = 0.93) and better than any of the
standardized single number quantities (e.g., r2 = 0.86 for L′n,w + CI,50-2500).
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Model checking and validity in propositional and modal inclusion logics
Propositional and modal inclusion logic are formalisms that belong to the family of logics based on team semantics. This
article investigates the model checking and validity problems of these logics. We identify complexity bounds for both
problems, covering both lax and strict team semantics. By doing so, we come close to finalizing the programme that aims
to completely classify the complexities of the basic reasoning problems for modal and propositional dependence,
independence and inclusion logics.
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ALICE: An open-source tool for automatic measurement of phoneme, syllable, and word counts from child-centered
daylong recordings
Recordings captured by wearable microphones are a standard method for investigating young children’s language
environments. A key measure to quantify from such data is the amount of speech present in children’s home
environments. To this end, the LENA recorder and software—a popular system for measuring linguistic input—estimates
the number of adult words that children may hear over the course of a recording. However, word count estimation is
challenging to do in a language- independent manner; the relationship between observable acoustic patterns and
language-specific lexical entities is far from uniform across human languages. In this paper, we ask whether some
alternative linguistic units, namely phone(me)s or syllables, could be measured instead of, or in parallel with, words in
order to achieve improved cross-linguistic applicability and comparability of an automated system for measuring child
language input. We discuss the advantages and disadvantages of measuring different units from theoretical and technical
points of view. We also investigate the practical applicability of measuring such units using a novel system called
Automatic LInguistic unit Count Estimator (ALICE) together with audio from seven child-centered daylong audio corpora
from diverse cultural and linguistic environments. We show that language-independent measurement of phoneme counts
is somewhat more accurate than syllables or words, but all three are highly correlated with human annotations on the
same data. We share an open-source implementation of ALICE for use by the language research community, enabling
automatic phoneme, syllable, and word count estimation from child-centered audio recordings.
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A thorough evaluation of the Language Environment Analysis (LENA) system
In the previous decade, dozens of studies involving thousands of children across several research disciplines have made
use of a combined daylong audio-recorder and automated algorithmic analysis called the LENAⓇ system, which aims to
assess children’s language environment. While the system’s prevalence in the language acquisition domain is steadily
growing, there are only scattered validation efforts on only some of its key characteristics. Here, we assess the LENAⓇ
system’s accuracy across all of its key measures: speaker classification, Child Vocalization Counts (CVC), Conversational

Turn Counts (CTC), and Adult Word Counts (AWC). Our assessment is based on manual annotation of clips that have
been randomly or periodically sampled out of daylong recordings, collected from (a) populations similar to the system’s
original training data (North American English-learning children aged 3-36 months), (b) children learning another dialect of
English (UK), and (c) slightly older children growing up in a different linguistic and socio-cultural setting (Tsimane’ learners
in rural Bolivia). We find reasonably high accuracy in some measures (AWC, CVC), with more problematic levels of
performance in others (CTC, precision of male adults and other children). Statistical analyses do not support the view that
performance is worse for children who are dissimilar from the LENAⓇ original training set. Whether LENAⓇ results are
accurate enough for a given research, educational, or clinical application depends largely on the specifics at hand. We
therefore conclude with a set of recommendations to help researchers make this determination for their goals.
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Avatar capital: The relationships between player orientation and their avatar's social, symbolic, economic and cultural
capital
Our everyday lives are increasingly digitized, virtualized and gamified. People increasingly live and act through a collection
of various digital personas and avatars. However, the question of how peoples' psychological traits may predict the traits
and features of their virtual avatars is still relatively unexplored. In this study investigates the relationship between the
traits related to gaming preferences and forms of capital (economic, cultural, social and symbolic) their avatar commands.
The data was gathered through an online survey (n = 905) amidst the players of a MMORPG Final Fantasy XIV. The
results indicate that avatar's cultural capital is associated player's orientation towards achievement-mechanics, immersion
and social aspects of games. Economic capital is associated with player's orientation towards achievement and
relationship sides of games. Social capital is associated with players' orientation towards immersion and social parts of
games, and in-game interests of the player. Symbolic capital is associated with player's orientation towards achievement
and social orientations and one's tenure in the game.
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Does esports spectating influence game consumption?
Contemporary digital technologies have facilitated practices related to games whereby users often produce and consume
content for free. To date, research into consumer interactions has largely focused on in-game factors, however, the
intention to both play the game and to make in-game purchases are influenced by outside factors, including game streams
and game-centred communities. In particular, the growth of competitive gaming, known as esports, offers a new channel
for consumer engagement. This research explores the potential for esports to be a significant factor in understanding both
intentions to play and spend money on games. Our study draws from Motivations Scale of Sports Consumption to
empirically investigate the relationship between esports spectating motivations and game consumption: Watching
Intention, Gaming Intention, and Purchasing Intention. This survey uses structural equation modelling (SEM) to analyse
data collected from a sample of video game players (n = 194). This research contributes empirical evidence of the
relationship between esports spectating and game consumption, with the relationship between Watching Intention and
Gaming Intention found to be particularly strong. Finally, while the MSSC is an adequate measure for esports spectating,
additional aspects specific to esports require further investigation, consequently, there may be more optimal measures
which can be developed.
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